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Abstract 8-Oxoguanine (OG) is the most common oxidatively generated nucleobase damage and can 

mispair with adenine (A) in Hoogsteen mode during replication.  Besides introducing the GC  TA 

transversion mutation, the OGA base pair is vulnerable to ionizing radiation and one-electron oxidation 

owing to the lower ionization and oxidation potentials of OG than natural DNA nucleobases.  Herein, we 

report the formation and collision-induced dissociation (CID) of the radical cation of a model base pair 

consisting of nucleoside-mimicking 9-methyl-8-oxoguanine (9MOG) and 9-methyladenine (9MA).  The 

[9MOG9MA] radical cation was formed in the gas phase by redox-separation of electrospray 

ionization-produced CuII-nucleobase complexes, and its CID was examined using guided-ion beam 

tandem mass spectrometry.  Measurement included kinetic energy-dependent dissociation product ions 

and cross sections, from which the product pairs of [9MOG – H] + [9MA + H] (major dissociation 

channel) and 9MOG + 9MA (minor) were detected with 0 K dissociation threshold energies of 1.8 and 

1.65 eV, respectively.  The [9MOG9MA] structures were examined using density functional theory, 

and important conformations are all featured by complete intra-base pair proton transfer as [9MOG – 

H][9MA + H]+.  On the other hand, the production of 9MOG + 9MA in dissociation required a 

9MOG9MA intermediate.  The results were rationalized by the discovery of a double-well potential 

that evolves on the reaction potential energy surface of the collisionally activated base pair, leading to the 

proton-transfer equilibrium of excited ([9MOG – H][9MA + H]+)* ⇌ (9MOG9MA)*.  The combined 

experimental and theoretical work provides insight into the less intuitive aspects of this biologically-

important, non-canonical base pair, especially its opening upon oxidative and ionization damage.  
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I.   Introduction 

Guanine (G), due to its lowest adiabatic ionization potential (AIP = 7.68 eV [1, 2]) and oxidation 

potential (E vs. NHE = 1.29 V [3, 4]) among the natural DNA components (i.e., nucleobase, 

deoxyribose, and phosphate), represents the most oxidizable DNA target upon the attack of ionizing 

radiation and exogenous and endogenous oxidants.  The oxidative damage of guanine is reflected in a 

wide variety of genotoxic lesions, including the formation of 8-oxoguanine (OG) [5, 6], 

spiroiminodihydantoin (Sp) [7-10], guanidinohydantoin (Gh) [7, 9], 2,5-diaminoimidazolone (Iz) [11, 

12], 2,2,4-triamino-2H-oxazol-5-one (Oz) [11-13], and 2,6-diamino-4-hydroxy-5-formamidopyrimidine 

(FapyG) [12, 14, 15].  Among these, OG is the most common and being used as a biomarker of oxidative 

stress in cells and tissues [16, 17].  Notably, OG is even more prone to ionization and oxidation due to its 

AIP and E being 0.75 eV [18] and 0.55 V [19] lower than those of guanine, respectively.  These lead to 

the facile formation of the OG radical cations (OG) upon ionizing radiation, one-electron oxidation, type 

I photo-oxidation, etc. 

OG has high mutagenicity, because it prefers to form a mismatched Hoogsteen (HG) base pair with 

adenine (A) instead of a correct Waston-Crick (WC) base pair with cytosine (C) during cellular DNA 

replication [20-26].  Scheme 1 shows probable HG-type OGA conformers consisting of 9-methyl-8-

oxoguanine (9MOG) and 9-methyladenine (9MA), in which the methyl groups mimic the nucleoside 

sugar moieties.  These structures were optimized using density functional theory (DFT) at the 

B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory.  In the lowest-energy conformer HG_A, the O6 and N7H at 

the HG edge of 9MOG engage in hydrogen bonding with the N6H and N7 at the HG edge of 9MA, 

respectively.  The conformers HG_B and C have the same energy.  In HG_B, the O6 and N7H of 9MOG 

are hydrogen bonded to the N6 and N1 at the WC edge of 9MA.  In HG_C, the intra-base pair hydrogen 

bonds consist of (9MOG)N7HN1(9MA) and (9MOG)O8HN6(9MA).  As characterized by the 

NMR [21, 27] and X-ray crystallographic structure [23, 25, 28] of DNA containing an 8-oxo-2-

deoxyguanosine (dOG)2-deoxyadenosine (dA) base pair, dOG adopts a syn-conformation around the 
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N9-glycosidic bond to avoid steric repulsion between the O8 and the sugar phosphate backbone (for 

comparison, an unmodified 2-deoxyguanosine adopts an anti-conformation).  The syn-glycosidic torsion 

allows the HG edge of OG hydrogen bonded to the WC edge of dA in an anti-glycosidic conformation on 

the complementary strand, as illustrated by the Chemdraw schematic in Scheme 1.  It follows that only 

HG_B represents the dOGdA in DNA.  The preference of HG_B over HG_A and C in DNA is supported 

by several factors.  First, replacing adenine with 7-deaza-adenine (i.e., deazaA, replacing the N7 of 

adenine with a -CH) had no influence in the polymerase X synthesis efficiency of OGdeazaA, suggesting 

that the (OG)N7HN7(A) hydrogen bond is not important [29].  Secondly, the conformation HG_C 

would force dA to change from the standard anti-orientation to syn with only one effective hydrogen bond 

with dOG(syn) [30, 31].  Last yet biologically most significant, there is a structural similarity between 

HG_B and a cognate T(thymidine)A base pair both in the minor groove and in the backbone region [22, 

24, 28].  Therefore, HG_B is able to evade error detection by not distorting the polymerase active site 

[32].  Consequently, this mismatch cannot be efficiently processed by the human mismatch repair system 

and ultimately leads to the GC  TA transversion mutation [25, 33].  The latter represents the second 

most frequent somatic mutation found in human cancers [33, 34].   

 

Scheme 1  Various Hoogsteen conformers of neutral 9MOG9MA with atomic numbering.  Dashed lines indicate H-
bonds.  Relative formation enthalpies (H with respect to HG_A) and Boltzmann populations were calculated at 298 
K using the B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) level of theory, including thermal corrections.  Shown at the bottom is the 
conformation of dOG(syn)dA(anti) in DNA. 
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As mentioned above, OG has a lower E than all other DNA nucleobases and thus serves as a trap for 

radical cations in an oxidized DNA helix.  Related to this, it was reported that the OGA mispair is 2.5 

times more reactive toward oxidation than the OGC base pair [35].  According to the B3LYP/6-

311G(d,p) calculations reported by Reynisson and Steenken [26], the one-electron oxidation of OGA in a 

HG_B conformation leads to a complete proton shift from the N7H of OG+ to the N1 of A.  The 

resulting [OG – HN7][A + HN1]+ structure has a binding energy higher than that of the classical Waston-

Crick GC by 37 kJ/mol; for comparison, the neutral OGA has a binding energy lower than that of GC 

by 59 kJ/mol [26].  Therefore, the ionization accompanied with intra-base pair PT introduces not only 

structural changes but also energetic perturbations in OGA, all of which warrant experimental study.  The 

experimental study will also help understand the Löwdin spontaneous point mutation mechanism [36] and 

charge transfer along the DNA helix [37].  Surprisingly, the experimental investigation of [OGA]+ 

appears to be sparse.  To the best of our knowledge, the present work represents the first of its kind.  In 

this work, the base-pair binding energy was examined using collision-induced dissociation (CID).  CID 

results provided not only quantitative measures of base-pairing strength but also the insight into the PT 

dynamics, as a proton-transferred base-pair structure would produce a distinctly different product pair 

than that of a conventional base-pair structure.   

The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows.  Instrumentation, experimental and data 

analysis methods for the formation and CID of a model base pair [9MOG9MA]+, as well as quantum 

chemistry computational approaches, are described in Section II.  The results of kinetic energy-dependent 

base-pair CID are reported in Section III, followed by identification of base-pair structures and 

determination of dissociation threshold energies for individual product channels.  The reaction potential 

energy surfaces (PESs) for the collisionally activated base pairs were modeled in Section IV, focusing on 

the consequences of base-pair excitation on intra-base pair PT.  Finally, conclusions are presented in 

Section V.      
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II. Methods 

A.  CID experiment  

 The CID experiment was carried out on a home-built guided-ion beam tandem mass spectrometer 

coupled to an electrospray ionization (ESI) ion source.  Details of the instrumentation, operation and 

calibration are available in the previous report [38].  In brief, the apparatus consists of a radio-frequency 

(rf) hexapole ion guide, a reactant quadrupole mass filter, a rf octopole ion guide, a product quadrupole 

mass filter, and a pulse-counting ion detector.  The [9MOG9MA] radical cations were produced by 

redox dissociation of CuII-nucleobase complexes [39, 40].  The similar procedure was used for generating 

[GC] [41], [GG] [39, 42], [OGG] [39, 42], and [OGC] [43] base-pair radical cations.  A 

methanol/water (v:v = 3:1) solution containing a mixture of 0.5 mM 9MOG (synthesized at University of 

Konstanz, Germany) [44], 0.5 mM 9MA (Acros, 98%), and 0.25 mM Cu(NO3)2 (Alfa Aesar, 99.999%) 

was electrosprayed into the ambient atmosphere at a 0.06 mL/h flow rate.  The [CuII(9MOG)m(9MA)n]2 

complexes formed in the electrospray were introduced into the mass spectrometer through a heated (190 

C) desolvation capillary.  The source chamber (maintained at a pressure of 1.6 Torr) of the mass 

spectrometer is separated from the hexapole ion guide (at a pressure of 10  20 mTorr) by a skimmer 

located at 3 mm away from the end of the capillary.  The capillary and the skimmer were each biased at 

76 V and 18 V, and the electric field between the two promoted CID of the CuII-base pair complexes with 

the background gas, including the redox dissociation of [CuII(9MOG9MA)3]2  [CuI(9MOG9MA)2] 

+ [9MOG9MA] [39, 40].  The ion intensity of [9MOG9MA] was 2  103 counts/s. 

Ions including [9MOG9MA] were transported to the hexapole ion guide, where they were 

collisionally focused to a well-defined kinetic energy (with an average value equal to the hexapole DC 

bias potential) and thermalized to Maxwell-Boltzmann vibrational (Evib) and rotational (Erot) energy 

distributions at 310 K [38].  The previous measurements of the dissociation threshold energies for the 

base-pair radical cations containing 9MOG [42, 43] and/or 9MG [41] confirmed that these nucleobases 

adopted the lowest-energy O6-keto tautomer in the ion beam, presumably because all reactant structures 
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(and any high-energy tautomers if formed) had been relaxed to the thermal equilibrium populations. 

The [9MOG9MA] radical ions were selected by the reactant quadrupole mass filter and 

subsequently injected into the octopole ion guide.  The octopole was driven by a combination of DC and 

rf potentials, which decelerated/accelerated reactant ions to a desired kinetic energy in the laboratory 

frame (Elab) and guided the ions through an 11-cm long scattering cell filled with the Xe target gas.  The 

absolute zero point and full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of Elab were determined by scanning the 

octopole DC potential, i.e., a retarding potential measurement [38, 45].  Elab was converted to the collision 

energy (ECM) in the center-of-mass frame by ECM = Elab  mneutral/(mneutral + mion), where mneutral and mion are 

the masses of the neutral and ionic reactants, respectively.  The uncertainty of absolute Elab was < 0.1 eV 

and its FWHM was 0.65 eV.  These corresponded to an uncertainty of < 0.03 eV and a FWHM of 0.18 eV 

in the ECM for [9MOG9MA] + Xe.  Product ions and remaining reactant ions were analyzed by the  

product quadrupole mass filter and counted.   

The Xe pressure within the scattering cell was maintained at 0.015 mTorr.  At this gas pressure, the 

probability for single ionXe collisions was 3%, and that for double collisions or more was < 0.1%.  The 

thin-target condition allowed product ion cross sections to be calculated using the Beer-Lambert law [46, 

47].  The background ion intensities (when the Xe gas was no longer directed into the scattering cell) 

were corrected for in the measurement. 

B.  Analysis of dissociation threshold energy  

A modified line-of-centers (LOC) model [46, 48-50] was used to fit the kinetic energy dependence of 

the CID cross section.  The model assumes that a fraction of near-threshold collisions may contribute all 

of the energy to overcome E0 (i.e., completely inelastic) as described by Eqn. (1) [46, 50, 51]:  

𝜎 𝐸 𝜎
                      (1) 

where 0 is a scaling factor, ECM, Evib and Erot are as described before, E0 is the dissociation threshold 

energy at 0 K, and n is a fitting parameter that determines the energy transfer efficiency from ECM to the 

base-pair internal energy.   
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The energy dependence of 𝜎 𝐸  was broadened by reactant internal and kinetic energy distributions 

[52, 53].  To mimic energy broadening in the 𝜎 𝐸  fitting, a Monte Carlo program [41, 54] was used to 

simulate the ionXe collisions.  100000 collisions were simulated for each product ion channel and at 

each ECM.  In the collisions, the [9MOG9MA] ions were sampling Evib and Erot at 310 K, and Elab 

(corresponding to the desired ECM) with a FWHM of 0.65 eV, while the Xe atoms were sampling the 

kinetic energy distribution at room temperature.  The simulation results were used for the convolution of 

Eqn. (1) over energy broadening.  

In addition, each collision that had total energy exceeding E0 was subjected to the kinetic shift [55] 

analysis using the Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory [56].  Only the collisions that had led 

to a dissociation within the ion time-of-flight (100  500 s) were counted toward 𝜎 𝐸 .  The values of E0 

and n were adjusted until the convoluted 𝜎 𝐸  matched the experiment, and a leveling-off function was 

used to allow 𝜎 𝐸  to reach a plateau at high ECM.   

C.   Computations 

Electronic structure and PES calculations were performed using the Gaussian 16 program suite [57].  

Structures of nucleobases and base pairs were optimized using the B97XD/6-311++G(d,p) method to 

mitigate self-interaction errors of radical cations [58].  The relaxed PESs were constructed at the 

B97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory based on the consideration of both computational cost and 

accuracy, and all bond lengths and angles were optimized at each grid point except the scanning 

coordinates.  Zero-point energies (ZPEs, scaled by a factor 0.975 [59]) and basis set superposition errors 

(BSSEs, estimated using the counterpoise calculations [60]) were all corrected for in the calculations of 

dissociation threshold energies.  

III. Experimental Results 

A.  DFT-calculated structures of [9MOG9MA] 

Consistent with the report of Reynisson and Steenken [26], the N7proton of 9MOG in 

[9MOG9MA] is completely shifted to 9MA, rendering the formation of a proton-transferred structure 
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from each of the neutral HG_A, B and C.  The resulting ionic conformers are presented in Scheme 2, and 

referred to as HG_A (in a [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN7]+ structure), B and C (both has a [9MOG – 

HN7][9MA + HN1]+-like structure), respectively.  In addition, a stacking base pair structure was 

identified.      

The fact that there are no conventional conformers (i.e., without intra-base pair PT) for 

[9MOG9MA] is distinctively different than many other singly charged base pairs, such as the 

protonated [51, 61], deprotonated [62], and radical cationic [41-43] GC and OGC base pairs.  In the 

latter, conventional and proton-transferred structures co-exist at ground state.  The discrepancy is not 

surprising given that the large difference in the following pKa values: pKa = 0.23 for 9MOG (N7H) 

[63], 4.1 for 9MA (N1) [64], and 3.51 for 9MA (N7) [65].   

Hydrogen transfer from the N6H of 9MA to the O6 or O8 of 9MOG is possible, but the resulting 

conformers (see HG_D, E and F in Scheme S1 of the Supporting Information) all have energies 

higher than the global minimum conformer by more than 1.2 eV, ruling out their participations in the 

experiment.  This is consistent with the experimental results to be described below  that is no [9MOG + 

H]+ was observed in the CID products.  In sum, our computation not only reproduced the previously 

reported HG_B+ structure [26] but also discovered the new HG_ A+, HG_ C+, and the stacking 

structure. 

 

Scheme 2  Various conformers of [9MOG9MA] with atomic numbering.  Dashed lines indicate H-bonds. Relative 
enthalpies (H with respect to HG_C+) and Boltzmann populations were calculated at 298 K using the B97XD/6-
311++G(d,p) level of theory, including thermal corrections.  
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Also consistent with the previous report [26] is that the ionization of 9MOG increases the base-pair 

binding energy.  The 0 K binding energies are 0.70 eV (67.5 kJ/mol), 0.68 eV (65.6 kJ/mol), and 0.68 eV 

(65.6 kJ/mol) for the neutral HG_A, B, and C, respectively; and increase to 1.63 eV (157.3 kJ/mol), 1.85 

eV (178.5 kJ/mol), 1.86 eV (179.5 kJ/mol), and 0.93 eV (89.7 kJ/mol) for HG_A+, B+, C+, and the 

stacking 9MOG9MA, respectively.  The amount of increase from HG_A, B, and C to their ionized 

counterparts ranges from 0.93 to 1.18 eV.  On the other hand, the hydrogen bond lengths in these 

conformers only vary by 0.06 to +0.07 Å upon ionization  an extent that is not sufficiently large to 

bring about a dramatic increase in binding energy.  Therefore, the enhanced binding energy is most likely 

attributed to the enhanced ion-dipole interaction arising from the PT-induced spin-charge separation.  

The ionization and accompanying PT have reversed the relative stabilities among different base-pair 

conformers.  According to Boltzmann populations in Scheme 2, only HG_B+ and C+ were expected to 

make significant contributions in the reaction.  These two conformers were lumped as [9MOG – 

HN7][9MA + HN1]+ in the analyses of CID results.  When there is a need to distinguish individual 

conformations, suffixes B and C are added to the structural formula.  

B.  CID product ions and cross sections  

CID product ions of [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+ were measured over an ECM range from 0.05 to 

5.0 eV.  A representative product ion mass spectrum, measured at ECM = 3.0 eV, is presented in Fig. 1.  

CID product ions include not only [9MA + H]+ (m/z 150) but also 9MOG (m/z 181).  [9MA + H]+ is 

what we had expected from the CID of [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+, but production of 9MOG would 

not be possible unless there was back proton transfer in [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+ upon collision 

activation.   
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Fig. 1  CID product ion spectrum of [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1] recorded at ECM = 3.0 eV.   

 

Since product ions were produced from a mixture of [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+_B and C, the H 

(0 K) for each product channel was calculated for individual starting structures at the B97XD/6-

311++G(d,p) level of theory and are listed below: 

[9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+_B/C  [9MOG – HN7] + [9MA + HN1]+   H (0 K) = 1.86 / 1.85 eV   (2) 

[9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+_B/C  9MOG+ + 9MA       H (0 K) = 1.65 / 1.64 eV   (3) 

Cross sections for individual product ions are presented in Fig. 2, wherein error bars represent 

standard deviations determined from four sets of measurements.  The sum of product ion cross sections 

reaches a plateau of 150 Å2 at ECM above than 3 eV.  This value is close to the collision cross section of 

the base pair with Xe estimated using the IMoS program [66, 67].  There is no obvious inflection in either 

of the two product ion cross sections in the near-threshold energy region.  This implies that all of the 

[9MA + HN1]+ ions were produced via the same mechanism and with the same dissociation threshold, and 

the same is true for 9MOG+.  

m/z
140 160 180 300 320 340

[9MOGꞏ9MA]+

m/z 330[9MA + H]+

150

9MOG+

181

product ions primary ion
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Fig. 2  Product ion cross sections as a function of kinetic energy in the laboratory frame (Elab, upper x-axis) and 
center-of-mass frame (ECM, lower x-axis).   
 

C.  Base-pair dissociation threshold energies    

The kinetic energy width and the Evib and Erot distributions of the [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+ ion 

beam, and the Doppler broadening [52, 53] of the Xe atoms were all factored into the near-threshold cross 

sections.  As a result, the product ion cross section rises from zero at ECM lower than the true E0.  To 

determine the true E0, the experimental cross sections were analyzed using the LOC model of Eqn. (1) to 

not only include all sources of energy but also convolute with the energy distributions of both reactants.   

Fig. 3 shows the LOC fittings for the cross sections of [9MA + HN1]+ and 9MOG on a logarithmic 

scale.  In the figure, circles represent the actual experimental data, red solid lines represent the LOC fits 

with the fitted E0 marked, and blue dashed lines represent the true LOC cross sections in the absence of 

reactant energy broadening.  The LOC model is able to accurately reproduce the product ion cross 

sections over two orders of magnitude and from an energy below the threshold to 4  5 eV.  The 

uncertainties of E0 were determined from several independent fits using an acceptable range of n (2.0 – 

2.2) and included the absolute uncertainty in ECM.  

On the basis of the LOC fitting, E0 was determined to be 1.8  0.1 eV for [9MOG – H] + [9MA + 

H]+ and 1.65  0.1 eV for 9MOG + 9MA, which exactly matches the DFT-calculated H (0K) for 

reactions (2) and (3).  Now the questions arise as to how the product pair of 9MOG + 9MA was 
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produced from a [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+ structure.  More explicitly, how the back proton transfer 

could happen in the base pair.  

 

Fig. 3  Extraction of dissociation thresholds using the LOC fitting.  In each frame, black circles represent the 
experimental cross sections, red solid line represents the convoluted LOC cross sections over reactant internal and 
kinetic energy distributions, and blue dashed line represents the true cross sections in the absence of kinetic energy 
distributions for reactants. 
 

IV.  Theoretical Modeling and Discussion 

According to Scheme 2, the [9MOG – H][9MA + H]+ structure was overwhelmingly dominating in 

the reactant ion beam, whereas the stacking 9MOG9MA had negligible thermal population.  By directly 

following the potential energy profile leading from [9MOG – H][9MA + H]+ (see the black curve in 

Scheme 3), one would expect only the product asymptote [9MOG – H] + [9MA + H]+.  On the other 

hand, the production of the two different product asymptotes required both [9MOG – HN7][9MA + 

HN1]+ and 9MOG9MA as dissociating precursors.  Note that the base-pair CID can be viewed as two 

steps: [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+ + Xe  [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+Xe (a transition collision 

complex) 
  Xe  
⎯⎯  ([9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+)* (a vibrationally excited precursor), followed by intra-

base pair vibrational energy redistribution (IVR), and finally separation of the base pair.  The apparent 

controversy between the starting base-pair structure and dissociation product structures led us to 

hypothesize a proton transfer reaction of ([9MOG – H][9MA + H]+)* ⇌ (9MOG9MA)* during 

collisional activation.  In that case, the dissociation of the activated [9MOG – H][9MA + H]+ and 
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9MOG9MA each correlate to the product asymptotes of [9MOG – H] + [9MA + H]+ and 9MOG + 

9MA, respectively, as illustrated by the highlighted surface featured by a double-well potential. 

 

Scheme 3  A double-well potential for ([9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+)* ⇌ (9MOG9MA)*, wherein [9MOG – 
HN7][9MA + HN1]+ correlates to the product asymptote [9MOG – H] + [9MA + H]+ and 9MOG9MA correlates 
to the product asymptote 9MOG + 9MA.  

 

To explore the applicability of the double-well potential model, we turned to mimic the base-pair 

activation in a relaxed 2D PES scan.  The PES in Fig. 4a was mapped out along rN7N1 (i.e., the 

distance between the N7 of 9MOG and N1 of 9MA) and rN7H of 9MOG in [9MOG – HN7][9MA + 

HN1]_C.  The rN7N1 represents the base-pair separation coordinate and thus reflects a direct 

consequence of collisional activation.  The rN7H describes the extent of proton transfer from 9MOG to 

9MA.  The PES scanned rN7N1 from 2.8 to 4.0 Å and rN7H from 0.95 to 2.9 Å, with a step size of 

0.1 Å for rN7N1 and 0.05 Å for rN7H.  The other molecular structural parameters were all fully 

optimized at each step.  The potential energy was calculated at the B97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory 

and plotted with respect to the electronic energy of a stationary [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+ without 

ZPE.  To help distinguish potential well and potential ridge, both color-scaled contour map and the values 

of potential energy are superposed on the 2D surface.  The PES presents 1) only one global minimum 

structure at rN7N1 = 2.8 Å and rN7H = 1.75 Å, which corresponds to the equilibrium structure of 

[9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+_C; and 2) a potential ridge as the surface propagates toward large 

rN7N1, which represents an energy barrier for intra-base pair proton transfer.      

Fig. 4b provides an alternative display of the PES, wherein a series of slice view is shown at 
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successively increasing rN7N1.  We can view in Fig. 4b how a double-well proton-transfer PES 

develops during the base-pair dissociation.  In the first slice, rN7N1 is kept at 2.8 Å (i.e., without 

stretching the base pair) while rN7H is scanning from 1.05 Å to 2.55 Å, the relaxed PES scan has 

identified only a single local minimum [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+ which is located at rN7H = 1.75 

Å (and rN1H = 1.05 Å).  The potential becomes increasingly repulsive toward small rN7H, indicating 

there is no stationary 9MOG9MA structure.  

 
 

 

Fig. 4  a) Relaxed 2D PES scan along rN7N1 and rN7H for [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+_C, calculated at 
B97XD/6-31+G(d,p).  Numbers on the contour map are electronic energies with respect to the starting reactant 
[9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+_C; and b) slice view of the PES cutting at different rN7N1 values.  The evolution 
of the 9MOG9MA (red dots and trace) ⇌ [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+ (black dots and trace) equilibrium is 
highlighted, with the barrier height for PT indicated for each slice. 
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The scenario changes starting from the second slice when rN7N1 increases by 0.1 Å, i.e., 

simulating the base-pair stretching upon collisional activation.  An energy barrier for intra-base pair PT 

emerges on this slice, as indicated by the yellow star at PE = 0.85 eV.  Accompanying with the 

emergence of the PT barrier is the evolution of a second local minimum at rN7H = 1.05 Å, indicating 

the formation of an excited (9MOG9MA)* structure.  Interestingly, the PT barrier height keeps 

increasing with the increasing rN7N1, as illustrated by the yellow trajectory in Fig. 4b.  The barrier is 

1.09 eV at rN7N1 = 3.0 Å, and rises to 1.97 eV at 3.3 Å and 2.9 eV at 3.6 Å.  The implications are two-

fold: first, PT becomes feasible as soon as the base pair is activated and stretching from an equilibrium 

distance; secondly, once rN7N1 stretches to exceeding 3.3 Å, the PT barrier increases to beyond 1.97 

eV and can no longer compete with the direct dissociation of [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+  [9MOG – 

HN7] + [9MA + HN1]+ (which opens at 1.8 eV).  It is reasonable to assume that, at high ECM, the rN7N1 

bond is stretching much quickly, and it is only a short time duration for the PT barrier to increase beyond 

1.8 eV.  This may explain that the cross section for [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+ 
  

 9MOG9MA 

  
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯  9MOG + 9MA stops increasing at ECM = 2.2 eV and decreases quickly starting at 3.8 eV; and 

most of all, this product channel remains minor throughout the whole ECM range.  

This ion-beam experiment was not designed to distinguish different base-pair conformers of similar 

energies.  To determine whether [9MOG – HN7][9MA + HN1]+_B would be able to produce a similar 

double-well potential to promote PT upon collisional activation, another set of relaxed 2D PES scan was 

carried out for this conformer.  The results are shown in Fig. S1.  The two sets of PESs in Figs. 4 and S1 

have produced nearly identical features upon base-pair stretching/separation, emphasizing the generality 

of the double-well PES for different [9MOG9MA]+ conformers.  

V.   Conclusions 

A guided-ion beam study was carried out to examine the collisional activation dynamics and products 

of [9MOG9MA].  The [9MOG9MA] reactant ion beam consisted of solely intra-base pair proton-

transferred, Hoogsteen-type [9MOG – H][9MA + H]+ conformers.  On the other hand, the measurement 
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of kinetic energy-dependent CID revealed two pairs of dissociation products: the pair of 9MOG+ + 9MA 

with the 0 K dissociation threshold of 1.65  0.1 eV, which was expected only from a 9MOG+9MA 

precursor; and the pair of [9MOG – H] + [9MA + H]+ with the 0 K dissociation threshold of 1.8  0.1 

eV, which was expected only from a [9MOG – H][9MA + H]+ precursor.  To explore the dissociation 

mechanism, reaction PESs were mapped out for two major [9MOG – H][9MA + H]+ conformers.  Both 

base-pair conformers could form an activated (9MOG9MA)* intermediate through intra-base pair PT 

upon collisional activation, and the (9MOG9MA)* intermediate provided a convenient pathway leading 

to 9MOG + 9MA.  The product branching of 9MOG+ + 9MA remained as minor throughout the CID 

experiment and decreased at collision energies above 4 eV.  This observation may be correlated with the 

theoretical prediction that the PT barrier for ([9MOG – H][9MA + H]+)* ⇌ (9MOG+9MA)* increases 

more quickly at higher energy activation, rendering the PT from ([9MOG – H][9MA + H]+)* to 

(9MOG+9MA)* being less competitive with the direct dissociation of ([9MOG – H][9MA + H]+)*.  

This work has explored the less intuitive aspects of purine–purine base-pair interactions and opening, and 

is biologically important considering the OGA opening is a prerequisite for introducing the GC  TA 

mutation in replication and transcription [68]. 
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